
Delta Dental State Open of Virginia – Ballyhack Golf Club – July 16-18, 2020 
 

Notice to Players 
 

(This information supplements the Championship entry and the Standard Local Rules and Terms of Competition – see reverse side.) 
 

Tee Markers:  All play will be from the Delta Dental Tee Markers. 

 

Format:  54-holes of stroke play.  The field will be cut to the low 40 players and ties following Round Two. 

 

Ties:  A tie for first place will be decided by a sudden-death playoff that will commence as soon as possible after completion 

of play. 

 

Pace of Play:  See separate tournament pace of play policy. 

 

Caddies/Transportation: Caddies are prohibited. Exception: If a player is unable to operate a golf cart (driver’s license 

required) he/she may have a caddie. However, a player may not receive advice when the player's next stroke will be made with 

a putter from anywhere when the player’s intention is for the ball to come to rest on the putting green. 
 

Only players and approved caddies may ride in golf carts. 
 

First offense: warning; second offense: one stroke penalty; subsequent offenses: general penalty. 

 

Putting Greens:  Putting greens have a short fringe around them. Putting greens do not extend to fairway/rough height 

grass. 

 

Out of Bounds:  Out of bounds is defined by the course-side edge of all automotive roads, public or private (e.g. hole #9).  

A ball which comes to rest on or across an automotive road is out of bounds even though it may lie on another part of the 

course. No fence defines out of bounds. 

 

Optional Dropping Zones: 
Holes #4 and #8 (Yellow Penalty Area only):  If, during play of holes #4 and #8, a ball is in or it is known or virtually 

certain that a ball that has not been found lies in the Yellow Penalty Area the player may:  

(i) proceed under Rule 17.1d; or  

(ii) as an additional option, drop the original ball or another ball, under penalty of one stroke, in the designated  

    Dropping Zone (marked “DZ”):  

‒ on hole #4, located in the fairway approximately 125 yards from the center of the Putting Green  

‒ on hole #8, located in the fairway approximately 75 yards from the center of the Putting Green 

 

Holes #3, #6, #11 and #14 (Red Penalty Area):  If, during play of holes #3, #6, #11 and #14, a ball is in or it is 

known or virtually certain that a ball that has not been found lies in the Red Penalty Area the player may:  

(i) proceed under Rule 17.1d; or  

(ii) as an additional option, drop the original ball or another ball, under penalty of one stroke, in the designated  

    Dropping Zone (marked “DZ”): 

‒ on hole #3, located on the forward teeing area approximately 110 yards from the center of the Putting Green  

‒ on hole #6, located at the start of the fairway 

‒ on hole #11, located on the forward teeing area approximately 240 yards from the center of the Putting Green 

‒ on hole #14, located in the fairway approximately 185 yards from the center of the Putting Green 

 

Obstructions:   
 Immovable Obstructions Close to the Putting Green: MLR F-5 is in effect. The player may take relief under Rule 16.1b 

if an Immovable Obstruction is on the line of play and is within two club-lengths of the Putting Green and within two 

club-lengths of the ball. Relief under this Local Rule is only allowed when both the ball and the Immovable Obstruction 

lie in an area cut to fairway height or less. 
 Immovable Obstructions within or adjacent to each other, including but not limited to sprinkler heads near putting 

greens, are considered to be a single obstruction. Consult a referee with questions. 

 All maintenance paths (e.g. right on hole #8) are deemed immovable obstructions. Consult a referee with questions. 

 Sunken areas surrounding drains are deemed an extension of the drain (immovable obstruction). 

 

Scoring Area: Scoring areas will be located near the 9
th

 and 18
th

 putting greens (subject to change based on weather). 

Players and markers will verbally certify scores in the scoring area and all scorecards will be deemed returned at a time set and 

communicated by the committee (~20 minutes after the last score is entered). 

 

Competition Committee: Ken Bedford; Josh Coates; Jon Guhl; Bob Heintz; Connor Jones; Matt Smiley; Ben Smith;  

Eric Southard; Ed Schoeffler, Merle Snyder; Mike Yanhko. 


